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1 Introduction





tests is the upper bound of tests required for a system of
variables with states per variable. Yet Figure 1 shows
that much of the expert systems literature proposes evaluations based on far fewer tests (exception: [Bahill et al., 1995]
propose at least one test for every five rules). Such small test
sets can never be more than an approximate test of a system,
but how poor will be that approximation?
This article reviews empirical evidence from the literature
and from simulations that suggest that, in the majority of
cases, approximate testing will suffice. It is based extensively
on material from [Menzies and Cukic, 2001].
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tests. However, suppose that system has only
one input and one output and pathways look like this:
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Clearly, no tests are required for the top and bottom pathway since they are isolated from system inputs and outputs.
Further, only a single test is required to cover the only pathway that connects inputs to outputs. If the paths in most programs look like this example, then software contains
1. A small number of simple i/o pathways from inputs to
outputs, and
2. Large unreachable regions.
If so, then any input, selected at random, that can propagate
through to any output will test a significant portion of the usable parts of the system. Hence:
I A small number of such inputs would hence be sufficient
to test a system; and
I We
can endorse approximate testing.

50

Figure 1: Number of tests proposed by different authors. Extended from a survey by [Caraca-Valente et al., 2000].

2 Approximate Testing
Approximate testing assumes that:
1. A system can be sampled via a small number of inputs.
2. This small set of inputs might not be chosen with much
care.
If our AI software contains pathways tangled like spaghetti,
then these two assumption are clearly inappropriate. However, if AI software pathways are simple, then a few tests will
adequately probe a system and approximate testing is an adequate strategy.
To see when approximate testing might work, consider the following example containing 15 binary variables
 . The equation tells us that this system needs

3 Empirical Support for Approximate Testing
There is much empirical evidence from the literature that realworld software, including KBS, comprise mostly simple i/o
paths and large unreachable regions. For such systems, approximate testing will adequately sample a space.
For example, Bieman & Schultz [Bieman and Schultz,
1992] studied how many sets of inputs are required to exercise all du-pathways in a system. A du-path is a link from
where a variable is defined to where it is used. Figure 2 shows
their experimental results. At least for the system they studied, in the overwhelming majority of their modules, very few
inputs exercised all the du-pathways.
In other work, Colomb [Colomb, 1999] compared the inputs presented to an medical expert system
 with its internal
and their
structure. Based on the number variables
 ,states
JLK#NM
, Colomb noted that that system should have
internal states. However, after one year’s operation, the inputs to that expert system only exercised 4000 states; i.e. in
practice, this system KPonly
needed
KKRQS
JK#NM to handle a tiny fraction of
the possible states (O
).
Avritzer et.al. [Avritzer et al., 1996] studied the 857 different inputs seen in 355 days operation of an expert system.
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Figure 2: An analysis of hundreds of modules in a software
system. 83% of the modules could be fully explored using
less than ten tests. From [Bieman and Schultz, 1992]
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Figure 3: Coverage reported by [Horgan and Mathur, 1996,
p544]. “Block”= program blocks. “Decision”= program conditionals. “P-use”= pathways between where a variable is assigned and where it is used in a conditional. “C-use”= pathways between where a variable is assigned and where it is
used, but not in a conditional.
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Massive overlap existed between these input sets. On average, the overlap between two randomly selected inputs was
52.9%. Further, a simple algorithm found that 26 carefully
selected inputs covered 99% of the other inputs while 53 carefully selected inputs covered 99.9% of the other inputs.
Harrold et.al. [Harrold et al., 1998] studied how controlflow diagrams grow as program size grows. A worst-case
control-flow graph is one where every program statement
links to every other statement; i.e. the edges in graph grow
with the square of the number of statements. However, for
over 4000 Fortran routines and 3147 “C” functions, the control flow graph grows linearly with the number of statements.
That is, at least in the studied systems, program pathways
form single-parent trees and not complicated tangles.
Horgan and Mathur [Horgan and Mathur, 1996] noted that
testing often exhibits a saturation effect; i.e. most program
paths get exercised early with little further improvement as
testing continues. Saturation is consistent with programs
containing large portions with simple shapes that are easily
reached and other large portions that are so twisted in shape,
that they will never be reachable. They report studies with
the Unix report-generation language AWK [Aho et al., 1988])
and the word processor TEX [Knuth, 1984]. Both AWK and
TEX have been tested extensively for many years by their authors, with the assistance of a vast international user group.
Elaborate test suites exist for those systems (e.g. [Knuth,
1984]). Even after elaborate testing, large portions of TEX
and AWK were not covered (see Figure 3).
Menzies, Easterbrook, Nuseibeh and Waugh surveyed the
internal complexities of a search by compared two abductive inference strategies. Abduction is a method of tracking the choices made while studying a model. An abductive inference engine searches for goals while ensuring that
all choices remain compatible [Kakas et al., 1998]. When
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Figure 4: Rigorous standard abductive search (solid line)
vs stochastic abductive search (dashed line). Y-axis denotes
percentage of goals reached. As errors are introduced into
the theory (increasing the x-axis value), this percentage decreases. T denotes what percentage of the theory was not
mentioned in the input-output sets.
faced with incompatible choices, an abductive device has at
least two choices. In full worlds search, the abductive device forks one world of belief for each possible resolution to
the choice. In stochastic worlds search, the abductive device
selects one resolution at random, then continues on. Stochastic worlds search is usually performed inside a “rest-retry”
mechanism. That is, for a limited number of retries, when the
stochastic search runs out of new options, all options are retracted and the whole stochastic worlds inference procedure
runs again. In a very large case study (over a million runs),
Menzies, Easterbrook, Nuseibeh and Waugh found that the
average difference in reachable goals between the stochastic
$#U
(!!);
worlds search and full worlds search was less than
see Figure 4. That is, stochastic conflict resolution reached as
many parts of an argument space as a more rigorous method.
This result is consistent with a belief that the theories they
studied contained simple search pathways.
In yet another study comparing stochastic vs full worlds
search, Menzies and Micheal [Menzies and Michael, 1999]
showed that stochastic worlds search found 98% of the goals
found by a full worlds search [Menzies and Michael, 1999]
(a result consistent with Menzies, Easterbrook, Nuseibeh and
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Figure 7: The rules of Figure 6 converted to an and-or graph.
All nodes here are or-nodes except and1. All parents of
an and-node must be believed if we are to believe and andnode. In this graph no-edges represent illegal pairs of inferences; i.e. things we can’t believe at the same time such as
diet(light) and diet(fatty). All other edges are
yes-edges which represent legal inferences.

Figure 5: Rigorous standard abductive search (HT4) vs
stochastic abductive search (HT0).In the zone where both terminate, HT0 reached 98% of the goals reached by HT4.
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zies et al., 2000] such as random variables, and testing for
loops/contradictions.
To compute the odds of reaching some part of a program
graph, we need tools. Our first tool is the standard samplingwith-replacement expression:
^  J*_a`bNJ*_dc3ef hg
(1)
To derive
this
expression,
recall
that
an
event
with
prob
c
ability
trials with probability
bNJ_@cf  does not happen after^
. Hence, at probability , the event will happen with
the probability shown in Equation 1. This equation assumes
test independence; i.e. the effects of performing one test do
not affect the others.
Our second tool is an average case
1 analysis of the reachability of programs. Assume that “  ” number of inputs have
been presented to a graph containing i nodes. From these inputs, we grow a tree of pathways down to some random node
within the graph. The
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We can convert
to the number of tests c3e required to be
99% sure of find a fault with probability
by rearranging
Equation 1 to:

% contradiction knowledge; e.g. diet(fatty)
% and diet(light) are nogood.
nogood(X,Y) :X =.. [F|A1], Y =.. [F|A2], A1 \= A2.

Figure 6: A theory.
Waugh). More interesting from a pragmatic perspective, the
full worlds search ran in time exponential to model size while
the stochastic abductive search can run much faster and scaled
up to very large models (see Figure 5). This result can be explained as above. If the search space of a program is basically
simple, then the stochastic worlds search used by Menzies &
Micheal ran extremely fast since it could quickly sample the
space without all the overheads of the more rigorous search.

4 Simulations of Approximate Testing
If these case studies represented the general case, then we
should have great confidence in the utility of approximate
testing. The average shape of software can be inferred from
the odds of reaching any part of the system from random
input. If the odds are high, then the pathways to that part
must be simple. To infer these odds, Menzies & Cukic [Menzies and Cukic, 2000] assumed that software had been transformed into a possibly cyclic directed graph containing andnodes and or-nodes (e.g. Figure 6 would be converted to Figure 7).
A simplified description of their analysis is presented here.
For reasons of space, that simple description ignores certain
details presented in the full description of the model [Men-
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After 150,000 simulations of this model, the number
of random inputs required to be 99% sure of reaching a
3
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node were usually either surprisingly small or impractically
large:


I
I

In 55% of the runs, less than 100 random tests had a 99%
chance of reaching any node. This result is consistent
with numerous simple i/o pathways.
In 20% of the runs, the number of random tests required
to be 99% sure
JLK#Nof
M reaching any node was between one
. This result is consistent with large
million and
unreachable regions.

In the remaining 25% of cases, systems needed between
10,000 and 1,000,000 random tests to be probed adequately.
In these remaining cases, a few approximate tests would be
inadequate to probe a system.
The good news
" from
U this simulation is that for most systems (  |
), a small number of tests will yield as
much information as an impossibly large number of tests. For
these systems:

I
I

There is no point conducting lengthy and expensive testing since a limited testing regime will yield as much information as an elaborate testing procedure.
Approximate testing is an adequate test regime.

The bad news from this simulation is twofold. Firstly, the
Menzies & Cukic model is an average-case analysis of the
recommended effort associated with testing. By definition,
such an average case analysis says little about extreme cases
of high criticality. Hence, our analysis must be used with care
if applied to safety-critical software. Secondly, according to
this model, approximate testing is inadequate in at least 25%
of the space of systems explored by Menzies & Cukic. Hence,
for those 25% of systems and for safety-critical systems, we
need alternatives to approximate testing.
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